
 

4th Grade STAAR Reading SE Differentiation Chart 
 

  Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Word 
Meaning 

4.2 A Low leverage- focus on 4.2B Use prefixes and suffixes to help 
determine meaning on unfamiliar words.  

See level 2 columns 

 In paragraph#, the (prefix) helps the 
reader determine that the word __ 
means- 
(answer choices will be common 
meanings of other prefixes used with 
the same word.) 
In paragraph # the word (with suffix) 
means- (the answer choices are 
meanings of different suffixes with the 
base word from the word in the stem.)  

 

4.2 B Use context to determine the 
meaning of a word. 

Identify the context clues that assisted 
the reader in defining the word.  

 

 In paragraph# the word means- 
The word in paragraph# refers to 
something that is-  

Which words from paragraph# help the 
reader understand the meaning of the 
word- 
 

 

4.2 E  Low leverage- focus on 4.2B Use dictionary definitions along with 
context to help determine meaning.  

See level 2 column. 

   [Dictionary definition provided with 4 
definitions.] 
Which definition best fits the way the 
word is used in paragraph #? 
Which definition best matches the way 
(word) is used in paragraph#? 

 

 
 



 

  level 1 level 2  level 3 

Across 
literary 

4.3A Low leverage- not tested since 2012 Low leverage- not tested since 2012 Low leverage- not tested since 2012 

   

4.3B Low leverage never tested Low leverage never tested Low leverage never tested 

   

4.3 Fig 
19 D 

In fiction- identify the characteristics 
of specific types of fiction such as 
realistic, or fantasy.  

Use details throughout the text to identify 
the author’s intended 
theme/lesson/message. Be sure to 
practice this across literary (fiction, poetry, 
drama, and literary non fiction) 

See level 2 column 

What identifies this story as realistic 
fiction? 
The reader can tell that “title of 
passage” is realistic fiction because 
it- 

What lesson does character _ learn? 
An important idea presented in this 
selection is that- (biography) 
What is the message of this poem? 
The poem is mostly about- 
 

 

4.8A Low leverage Low leverage- see level 3 column Identify how the author uses similes 
and/or metaphors to create imagery 
and meaning. *assessed with fiction 

  The author included the simile in 
paragraph # to suggest that-  
Read the sentence from paragraph # 
----- Characters comparison of 
(character) to (simile or metaphor) 
suggests that--  

4.8 Fig 
19 D 

Low leverage Understand the meaning of the figurative 
language used. 

Understand why the author has used 
figurative/ sensory language. 

 In paragraph # (insert quote of figurative How is line # important to the poem? 



 

language from paragraph) means that- 
Which line from the poem helps the 
reader picture the speaker’s (object)? 

(could include onomatopoeia) 
The author includes sensory 
language and vivid details in 
paragraph # to illustrate how- 

4.14 Low leverage never tested Low leverage never tested Low leverage never tested 

     

Poetry 4.4A Understand how structural elements 
are applied in poetry (rhyme, meter, 
stanzas, line breaks) (also see ‘level 
2’ column as those questions are 
more frequently assessed) 

Understand how the author uses specific 
structural elements (rhyme, meter, 
stanzas, line breaks) or techniques to 
contribute to the meaning of the poem.  

Understand and identify the 
characteristics of specific forms of 
poetry. (Also- see ‘level 2’ column as 
those questions are more frequently 
assessed) 

Which words rhyme in the poem? The (first, second, third) stanza contains 
only (#) lines because the poet wants to 
show- 
In line #- why is the (word) written the way 
it is? 
Which of these does the poet use in line # 
to help the reader understand (inference 
based on line given)? 

What identifies this poem as an 
example of (free verse)? 
The structure of the poem helps the 
reader know that it is- (answer 
choices include; lyrical, humorous, 
rhyming, free verse.) 

4.4 Fig 
19D 

Make inferences and draw 
conclusions about specific details 
and details throughout the poem.  

See level 1 + make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the author’s purpose 
for including specific lines and techniques.  

See level 2 column 

What is the speaker’s main purpose 
in the poem? 
Which line from the poem shows 
that the speaker is (feeling) about 
(action)? 
(insert lines from poem) these lines 
emphasize that the speaker most 
likely feels- 
What can the reader conclude from 
the action in the (first, second, third) 

The poet uses line # and # mainly to- 
The (technique: words in parenthesis) in 
line # emphasize that the speaker is- 
What is emphasized by the (technique: 
repetition) of the words “---” in poem? 

 



 

stanza? 

4.4 Fig 
19E 

Low leverage- spot check Low leverage- spot check Identify the main idea of the poem or 
central theme 

  Has not been previously tested. 

Fiction 4.6A Describe the problem/conflict in the 
story and how the character solves 
it. 

Describe the main idea/summary of 
specific paragraphs. 

Describe how specific events affect 
the plot.  

The problem in the story is solved 
when (characters)- 
The characters main conflict is 
resolved when- 

What is paragraph # mostly about? 
What can the reader tell about (character) 
based on these details? (answer is main 
idea) 
Which of the following is the best 
summary of paragraphs # through #? 

Why is it important to the story that 
(action/event)? 
What effect does (event) have on the 
story? 

4.6B See level 2 Column Describe how interactions between 
characters reveal their relationships and 
feelings.  

Describe the character’s motivation.  

 By the end of the story, what can the 
reader conclude about (character 1) and 
(character 2)’s relationship? 
The conversation between (character 1) 
and (character 2) in paragraphs # through 
# shows that (character 1) is- 
When (character 1) (does something) 
(character 2)-? 

In paragraph #, what is the most likely 
reason (character) (action)- 
What do (characters) comments to 
(other character/characters) in 
paragraphs # through # show about 
him/her? 

4.6 Fig 
19D 

See level 2 column Identify text evidence that supports an 
inference or conclusion about the 
characters.  

Given a specific detail, make an 
inference or conclusion about the 
characters thoughts/ feelings. 

 Which sentence from the story shows that 
(character) does not want to (action)? 
Which sentence does the author use to 

Read this sentence from the story 
(sentence) what is/are the character/s 
most likely thinking at this point in the 



 

suggest (an important idea from the 
story)? 
Which sentence from the story shows that 
(Character) is (adjective: successful, bad) 
at (action/event from the story)? 

story? 

4.6 Fig 
19E 

Low leverage Low leverage Select the most effective summary of 
a text using characteristics of a 
summary.  

  What is the best summary of the 
story? 

Literary 
non 
fiction 

4.7 Fig 
19D 

Identify text evidence to support 
inferences and conclusions.  

Make inference and draw conclusions 
about specific details and organization of 
the text. 

Make inferences and conclusions 
about the author’s purpose for 
including specific details.  

Which sentence from the selection 
best shows that (subject of 
biography) was (character trait)? 

(subject of bio) (action/event) most likely 
because- 
Read this sentence from paragraph # 
(sentence) What does this suggest about 
(person related to subject of bio)? 
How was (fact from bio) similar to 
(another fact from bio)? 
The author describes the events in 
sequential order mainly to- 
The author organizes the selection by- 

The author included the information 
about (event) to explain- 

Drama 4.5A Low leverage- see level 2 Describe how the structural elements of 
dramatic text contribute to meaning.  

Spot check 

 The stage directions at the beginning of 
Scene # help the reader by —  
The stage directions in paragraphs # and 
# are included to help —  
 Why does the playwright include a 
narrator in this play? 

 



 

4.5 Fig 
19D 

Identify the text evidence the 
supports a given inference or 
conclusion.  

Make inferences or conclusions about 
characters in dramatic text.  

Make inferences or conclusions about 
elements of the plot in drama.  

Which line from the play supports 
the idea that (inference based on 
details from the play)?  
Which quotation from the play best 
explains (inference based on details 
from the play)?  

Read these lines from the play. 
(Character): (line from play) These lines 
suggest that (Character) believes — 
Read this stage direction from the play. 
(Stage directions) What does this stage 
direction suggest about (Character)? 
Which of the following lines from the play 
explains why (character action)?  
 How does (Character) contribute to the 
plot of the play?  
 (Character 1)’s dialogue with (Character 
2) in Scene # suggests that she/he —  
The narrator’s lines in paragraph # are 
important to the play because they — 
(Note: Answer choices reveal something 
about the character or characters)  

The playwright creates a surprise by 
—  

4.5 Fig 
19 E 

Low leverage Low leverage Identify an effective summary of the 
entire text. (only tested once 
previously) 

  Which of the following is the best 
summary of the play? 

 
 

Informati
onal 

4.13A Low leverage Low leverage Describe how a procedure is explained 
through a sequence of activities. (only 
assessed once before) 

  According to the section titled “Title of 
Section,” what should a person do just 
before (step from the directions that 



 

has been reworded)? 

4.13B Low leverage Low leverage Low leverage 

   

4.13 
Fig 
19D 

Low leverage Understand how information presented 
graphically supports understanding.  

Spot check- see level 2 

 Which of these best supports the title of 
the article? - Answers choices were 
graphics (e.g., table, photograph, bar 
graph, recipe) from the text  
 What was the most likely reason that 
the (embedded procedural text) was 
included with the article?  

 

4.14 
Fig 
19D 

Understand how images (ex 
photographs) support ideas in the 
text.  

Understand the author’s purpose for 
including specific images.  

Spot check 

The photograph of (description of 
photograph) suggest that —  
Which idea from the selection does 
the first photograph support?  
The photograph under paragraph # 
suggests that — 

 What is the most likely reason the 
author included the photographs with 
the selection?  The photograph is 
included with the selection most likely to 
— 

 

Expositor
y 

4.11A Use specific details from the text to 
respond to questions. A variation of 
the answer is often found in the 
text.  
 
 
 
(Chart Sense by Rozlyn Linder: pg. 
48-49: Looking for different types of 
details) 

Describe the main idea of the entire text 
or paragraph, or select a sentence from 
the text that expresses the big idea (2 
steps, what is the main idea? What 
sentences or clues from the story 
express that?) 
 
(Chart Sense by Rozlyn Linder: pg. 
54-55-Thinking about the main idea) 

Select the best summary of a selection 
of the text. Also, select a detail from 
the text that supports an idea (often 
requiring some level of inferencing). 
 
 
 
 



 

According to the text, (specific 
detail from the text) 
What problem (list problem from the 
text) 
Read diagram. (Provide main idea 
and two details) Which of these 
best completes the diagram? 
Which detail from the selection 
supports the idea that (main idea 
from the text)?  

Paragraph # through paragraph # are 
mainly about —  
 The selection “Title of Text” is mostly 
about —  

According to the article, what is one 
way (someone/something from text + 
action)?  
 Paragraph # is important to the 
selection because it provides 
information about —  

4.11B Understand the difference between 
fact and opinion.  

Spot check Spot check 

Which sentence from the selection 
presents an opinion?  
Which sentence from the selection 
expresses the author’s opinion? 

  

4.11C  See level 2 Column Identify the ideas in text that represent 
cause and effect relationships.  

Describe how ideas in the text are 
organized.  

 Look at/Read the diagram below. (Note: 
One of the two boxes is complete with 
either the cause or effect)  Which of the 
following belongs in the empty box? 
Which sentence best completes the 
diagram?  
According to the information in “(title of 
text),” (a cause from the text) — (Note: 
The answer describes an effect.)  
Which sentence from the selection 
explains why (event from text)? 

The author organizes this article by — 
The author organizes the information in 
paragraph # by — 

4.11D Use text features including sub 
headings to gain an overview of the 
contents of the text.  

Use text features to provide support for 
locating specific information.  

See level 2 column 



 

What information is included in the 
section titled “Title of Section”? 

In what part of the selection can the 
reader find information about (detail or 
main idea from the section)?  
Which section explains why (detail or 
main idea from text)?  
Which section of the selection contains 
information about (detail or main idea 
from the text)?  

 

4.11 
Fig 
19D 

Given an inference or conclusion, 
identify the supporting text 
evidence.  

Given specific details, make an 
inference or draw a conclusion.  

 

Which sentence from the article 
supports the idea that (inference 
based on details from the text) — 
Which sentence from the 
article/selection shows that 
(inference based on details from the 
text)?  
Which detail from the article 
suggests that (inference based on 
detail from the text)?  

How were (someone/something from 
text) and (someone/something else from 
text) similar?  
Based on the selection, what is 
(adjective: unusual, funny, difficult, etc.) 
about (main idea or detail from the 
text)?  
 One of the main goals of (subject/topic 
of article) is to —  
The reader can conclude that (person 
from article) most likely — 

 

4.11 
Fig 19E 

Low leverage Low leverage- see level 3 Select the best summary of the entire 
text.  

  Which of these is the best summary of 
the article/selection? 
What is the best summary of the 
article? 

4.10 
Fig 19 
D 

Understand the author’s purpose in 
including specific details.  

Understand the author’s purpose in 
including specific paragraphs. 

Understand the author’s purpose in 
writing a whole text.  

Read the following sentence from 
paragraph #. The author includes 

Why does the author include the 
information in paragraph #?  

The author wrote this selection/article 
most likely to —  



 

this sentence most likely to — The author included paragraph # of the 
selection to —  
The author includes paragraph # mostly 
likely to — 

The purpose of this selection is mainly 
to —  
The main purpose of this selection is to 
— 

 
 

Across 
Genres 

Fig 
19F 

Identify the similarities between two 
texts. 

See level 1 + Identify differences 
between two texts. 

See level 2 column.  

One similarity between the two 
selections is that both discuss (topic 
of both passages) that —  
Which of these ideas are found in 
both selections?  
Both selections suggest that 
(common detail from both passages) 
—  
One way that (topic of both 
passages) are alike is that —  
The authors of the two selections 
probably intend for the reader to 
learn how —  
(Subject of passage #1) in “Title of 
Passage #1” and (Subject of 
passage #2) in “Title of Passage #2” 
would most likely agree that — 
Paragraph # of “Title of Passage #1” 
and paragraph # of “Title of passage 
#2” are similar because the 
paragraphs —  
Both selections express the 
importance of — 
The speaker in the poem and the 
author of the selection both 
emphasize the importance of — 
With which statement would the poet 

What is one difference between (topics 
of both passages) described/featured in 
the two selections?  
What is one way that (topic of first 
passage) is different from (topic of 
second passage)?  
 (Topic of first passage) is different from 
(topic of second passage) in that — 
(Subject of passage #1)’s plan in “Title 
of Passage #1” differs from (Subject of 
passage #2)’s plan in “Title of Passage 
#2” because (Subject of passage #1)’s 
plan involves —  
What is one way that (Subject of 
passage #1) in “Title of Passage #1” 
and (Subject of passage #2) in “Title of 
Passage #2” are different?  
 One difference between (Subject of 
Passage #1) and (Subject of Passage 
#2) is that (Subject of Passage #1) — 
Which sentence best describes a 
difference between (Subject of Passage 
#1) and (Subject of Passage #2)? 
How do “(Poetry Title)” and “(Expository 
Title)” differ in their description of (topic 
of both passages)? 

 



 

and author of the selection most 
likely agree?  
 Read line # from the poem. (Line #) 
Which sentence from “(Expository 
Title)” suggests that (common idea 
from both passages)? (Note: The 
answer choices were all sentences 
from the expository passage.)  
 

 


